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Bill Boberg
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UR Energy
10758 W. Centennial Rd Suite 200
Littleton, CO 80127

RE: LQD February 19, 2010 Review of Lost Creek ISR TFN 4 6/268

Dear Mr. Boberg:

The Lost Creek application has bec6me relatively complex. in that it has evolved into three distinct
documents, .each-with its own. apparent review, cycle. One document ]s the application itself. Another is
the ,D5 (geology) and D6 (hydrology)s~ections. The third is the wellfield package. It is my understanding

.that all three-are now intertwined. .-As a result, some LQD-review comments apply to two or all three of
the documents and those same comments are showing up in the respective document reviews.

The nature of the project is complicated. It is made even more complicated in part by perceptions
and terminology which have led to concern, frustration and misunderstanding. As an example, the Lost
Creek application was deemed complete by the LQD some time ago. The use of the term incomplete at
this stage of review for the wellfield package document,. is~understandably a concern and confusing. The
whole application is in technical review and the,:LQD :.has committed to meeting a 30 day review
turnaround to the extent we can without going beyond.60 days.

The LQD and UR Energy have meet on three occasions in your Casper Office,.-the last one held on
February 2 5 h. I was present at all three and believe they' were constructive and helped us to better
understand each other. It is apparent to me that the LQD can distill and coordinate our comments so they
are not repeated within a review. I think we both agree it is desirable for our staff to communicate with
each .other by email or telephone or in person to clarify comments and responses to minimize future
concerns, frustration and misunderstandings. Now that all three application documents -have been
reviewed, the LQD and UR Energy can begin to resolve those comments that appear in more than one
application document review and move forward .-..

- . *. .- ,.Yours tuly, -

, - . --.. '-Donald. R.McKenzie
.. :. ... - Adm inistrator.. "
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